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Are you specific about your colours? If you are, please 
request a PRE-Print from your account manager once 
your artwork once is approved.  This takes 1 to 2 weeks 
and costs $20.
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Please check all details in this proposal. If you are satisfied please send it back to your account manager by email
with the subject ”APPROVED ARTWORK“ and once quantities are provided, your order will be sent to production.
Should you require further changes, please advise your account manager.   
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TPI (Thread Per Square Inch)
What is it? 
The amount of threads that are embroidered on a square inch.
What does this mean? 
This means that there is a millimetric grid that limits the size of the artwork, 
logos or text that we will be able to place on that space. *See graphic on the left* 

How does it work?
If we look closely, each little square of the grid has a 1 
mm area, this means that small texts as in this case 
“PERFORMANCE WEAR” will not be suitable for 
embroidery on the sock´s thread, therefore production 
will not place it on the embroidery because it will look 
like a blur instead of a text.
The same happens with artwork and logos. Small 
details like this one will not get placed on the embroidery.          
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Ensure that the colors are according
to the CODE PANTONE BOOK

Black
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Transform all your short sleeve cycling jerseys into full body coverage with our  Winter Arm Warmers. These arm 
warmers are made using full motion flexible fabrics, fleece lining and elastic grippers that get you ready for those 
cold rides.
They are anatomically shaped to enhance comfort and flexibility when you are on the saddle. Its silicon made 
grippers are very durable and act brilliantly in preventing the arm warmers from sliding down. They are digitally 
printed providing a long lasting and high definition fabric.

CLOTHING DESCRIPTION

Paramo Winter Arm WarmersAWW
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DRI FIT TISSUE
Special for transpiration,

helps keep arms
fresh and dried
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